
Skate Canada BC/YT Section              TECHNICAL CALLS                           Feedback Service 

Skater(s): 
Donny Do-my-best  

Event: 
Novice Men 

Competition: 
Sectionals 

Skater’s Email: 
Donny@skate.ca 

Date: 
November 15, 2020 

Assessor 1: 
Jane Doe 

Primary Coach: 
Jacquie Jumper 

Coach’s Email: 
jumper@skate.ca 

Assessor 2: 
 

               

              Please fill out the top portion along with the Element Called column as per your report card if registering after the completion on an  

              event. If registering prior to an event please list the elements as planned. Please leave the Technical Calls and Levels of Difficulty  

              column blank for the assessor. 
 

 Element Called 
(Attach Report Card) 

Technical Calls and Levels of Difficulty  According to Report Card 
Refer to technical documents on BC/YT Section website. 

1.)3T+2T=C  

2.)2S>> It is too bad that you slipped a little on the take-off of this jump as this meant 

you were not high enough in the air to make 2 full revolutions.  The call of a 

“downgrade” meant that you had a base level of 0.4 points instead of 1.4.  

3.)2A+2T+C  

4.)CiSt2 -Simple variety of turns achieved. Most turns were of good quality, but pay 

particular attention to loops and rockers. 

-Rotation for 1/3 of pattern in each direction was achieved. 

5.)CCoSp2 -Back entry into camel position with 2 revs on back outside edge was likely 

awarded. 

-Sit DV (difficult variation) needs to be lower to be considered a basic sit 

position, it also needs to be held for 2 full revolutions once the position is 

achieved. 

-Upright straight DV on second foot (left) was likely awarded; it was held for 5 

revolutions. 

-If the DV on the second foot was held for 8 revolutions and the sit DV was 

low enough and held for 2 complete revolutions, this spin could achieve a 

level 4.  If you could do this your base points would go from 2.5 to 3.5.   

6.) 2A  

7.) 3T  

mailto:Donny@skate.ca
http://www.skatinginbc.com/Content/Technical/Main.asp


8.)2Lz+2Lo+C  

9.)FSSp1 - Difficult entry was likely awarded. 

-The attempted sit behind DV was likely not awarded because it was not in 

basic position; the top of the skating leg is not parallel to the ice. (note: 

ensure that the basic sit position is held for 2 full revs before attempting the 

DV to maintain a basic level 1 value for the spin) 

10.)2F  

11.)2Lz  

12.)FCCoSp1 -Difficult entry was likely awarded however there was not a basic position on 

the first foot for 2 revolutions; Therefore, the spin cannot achieve higher than 

level 1.  

-Attempted sit forward DV with twisted upper body was not in a basic sit 

position and therefore would not be awarded. 

-Upright straight DV on the second foot was achieved and is significantly 

different from the upright straight DV on CCoSp. Be sure to read the 

definitions of “basic positions” in the Levels of Difficulty documents;  you can 

gain a lot more points if your basic positions are solid. 

Additional Comments: 

 

 


